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Natchez - Paradis Avec Toi (2003)

  

    01 Pas facile 4:05  02 Je t'attends là-haut 4:12  03 Bacchus te protège 4:24  04 Saisis ta
chance 3:51  05 Paradis avec toi 5:02  06 Rentrer à la maison 5:33  07 Crossroads 3:47  08
Lucky man 4:34  09 Rêveur 3:30  10 Trop longue 4:17  11 Feux de l'enfer 5:43    Bass Guitar
– André Dufour  Drums – Benjamin Proy  Guitar – Emmanuel Aeschbach, Thierry Aeschbach 
Vocals – Thierry Aeschbach  Keyboards – Manu Ducros (tracks: 5, 6, 8)    

 

  

Not knowing the French language and this CD being in French, I wasn't sure if I could give a
review for this group. Well to my surprise, upon the micro-second that the CD started playing, I
quickly came to the realization that you really don't need to understand the language to enjoy or
feel the music. So therefore Natchez has brought a whole new light to my reviewing world.
Music is music, no matter what the language is. Thank You Natchez...

  

Natchez' CD 'Paradis avec toi' is an outstanding piece of art and talent. The production and
engineering is of the utmost top quality. The expertise of these four Natchez musicians are
absolutely remarkable. They each bring their own talents and love for what they do, which you
can hear in the music. And when you bring talent, musicianship, energy, stamina and excellent
written material together, you end up with group by the name of 'Natchez'. And of course the
only outcome of that match is a cd project like 'Paradis avec toi'.

  

The HOT musicians of Natchez are: Thierry Aeschbach - vocals.....Andre Dufour - lead
guitar.....Emmanuel Aeschbach - bass.....Benjamin Proy - drums. The vocals are excellent,
strong and Thierry carries a wide range of levels that are totally awesome. The Rhythm section
is a super-charged solid machine, every beat-every lick is in the pocket and totally crisp and
clear. Emmanuel and Benjamin know how to keep that sound pumping with their drum and bass
action, as only they can do. The hot guitar action is played with energy shooting out the tips of
Andre's fingertips. He is definitely the only axe-man capable of giving Natchez what they want in
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their music (the sound of hot licks drippin' with axe-tion). It sounds to me that Natchez is getting
more than what they ask for from Andre.---Mary Rudy, southboundbeat.hypermart.net
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